
 

Nathan Baumeister: 
One thing I think a lot of people get wrong with courage is it means there's an absence of fear. 
That's not true. There is no absence of fear. In fact, there's an absence of fear. You're not 
courageous. 

James Robert Lay: 
Gree7ngs and hello. I am James Robert Lay and welcome to the 79th episode of the Banking on Digital 
Growth podcast. Today's episode is part of the Exponen7al Insight series, and I'm excited to welcome 
Nathan Baumeister to the show. Nathan is the CEO of ZSuite Technologies, working to provide banks and 
[inaudible 00:01:01] with the tools to grow core deposits, aRract commercial clients, and expand exis7ng 
rela7onships. Welcome to the show, Nathan. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Thank you so much, James. Excited to be here. 

James Robert Lay: 
As we start this conversa7on, you talk about just this idea of excitement. I'm seeing a lot of excitement 
right now. I'm hearing a lot of excitement as we're moving almost one year beyond. We started this 
COVID journey. We're moving through this post-COVID world. I look at COVID as we're either pre-COVID 
before things became the new normal and the way they are. We're trying to figure what that looks like 
now to where where we're moving to in this post-COVID world. What is one thing that you are excited 
about right now personally or professionally? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Well, James, you asked personally one thing that I'm excited about right now. I just got a call yesterday 
from one of my teammates from the University of Texas at Aus7n's gymnas7cs team that I was a part of 
way back, 15 years ago. 

James Robert Lay: 
15 years, man. We're ge\ng a good, good bit of space on this. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah, no, absolutely. Anyways, he was calling because we we're going to get together to celebrate our 
na7onal championship we won that 7me period ago. It was preRy exci7ng. 

James Robert Lay: 
Well, congratula7ons on that because I mean, I think that's a really, really great way to start this 
conversa7on on a high note. You look back over 15 years. And if we look back and go 15 years of that 
championship to really just looking back over the last 12 months of what we've gained and what you've 
personally gained through this COVID journey through the work that you've been doing, what is maybe 
one key lesson or insight that you could teach someone else? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
The key lesson that I would take away from both experiences way back 15 years ago and even this year is 
keep going. It is amazing to me how many people stop when it gets tough. I actually quit gymnas7cs 
when I was a kid in junior high and stopped doing it all the way un7l I was in college and I rejoined the 
team. And it was scary. Most of the guys on the team had been doing gymnas7cs consistently all that 



 

whole 7me, but I thought, "I want to do this and I want to work at it." And even though it's been a long 
7me and I'm going to have to work harder than everybody else to catch up on my condi7oning and all 
that stuff, I just did it. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
And when I look back over the last 12 months of what's been happening with COVID, we didn't have 
control over what was going on. We didn't. But that didn't give you an excuse to stop. And those 
businesses and those individuals that kept going, that kept looking for ways to innovate, kept looking for 
ways to grow, kept looking for ways to make a difference in people's lives are the ones that now are 
stronger than they were 12 months ago. 

James Robert Lay: 
I really like that. Keep going. Don't stop. And to your own story, you talked about... You stepped away 
and then you came back. And then you said it was a liRle bit scary. What role did courage play in making 
that commitment to keep going? And maybe what role does courage play that we're seeing in the 
banking space for those to con7nue to move down this path of digital growth in this post-COVID world? 
How does courage play out in all of this? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
I love courage for a couple of reasons. First, one thing I think a lot of people get wrong, courage doesn't 
mean there's an absence of fear. That's not true. There is no absence of fear. In fact, if there is an 
absence of fear, you're not courageous. It is about in the face of fear, being willing to s7ll accept the 
consequences that might come and s7ll go ahead and make the decisions that you're making. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
I mean, I'll tell you right now, there are six events that you do in men's gymnas7cs. One of them is called 
the high bar. That's the skinny one that you swing around. You're supposed to let it go and then grab it 
again. It's ridiculous. Even just talking about it, my palms get sweaty, my heart starts to increase. And I 
haven't touched a high bar in 15 years, but it didn't change the fact that when it was 7me to get up there 
and go for it. You had to get up there and go for it. And what is the fear that's holding people back, 
financial brands back in the COVID worlds or post-COVID worlds are thinking of digital transforma7on, 
thinking about how do I compete against all of these things that are out there? It's okay to feel fear. It's 
okay. In fact, it's probably going to drive your performance to make it even beRer. 

James Robert Lay: 
And I'm going to lean on a lot of the wri7ng of Brené Brown, where she writes, "Courage is contagious," 
and I actually quoted that now almost a year ago whenever COVID was star7ng. And I like that 
perspec7ve. It's not about you don't have fear. You embrace that, but you almost use that fear as fuel. 
But then if you take a courageous standpoint, then courage can be contagious to those that are around 
you to help elevate their own level of courage right alongside you. And I think that's what leadership is 
really all about. And when we think about leadership, par7cularly technology leadership, you guys are 
doing some really good work in helping to move the ball, move the needle forward. And historically, 
technology for financial brands, only just a few different op7ons to upgrade their tech stack. 

James Robert Lay: 
They could build it. They could buy it. Neither one was a lot of fun. The building, it had a high capital 
expense. Buying it felt like they're going to go to prison with contracts that just didn't make sense. But I 



 

think that's where courage comes because there's a lot of false hope in some of these deals. And the 
good news that I'm seeing is banks and [inaudible 00:06:47] are really star7ng to hold technology 
partners and their vendors to a higher standard. They're having the courage to do so. How is what we're 
hearing a lot about now, this idea of banking as a service, how is this changing the rules of the game? 
How is maybe banking as a service giving bankers even more courage to move down this path? 
Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah. There's a lot of concepts that are all pulled together in the technology world right now when banks 
are making these decisions. Banking as a service is one that's talked about quite a bit. Another one is 
sojware as a service, and they're really interrelated. And depending on what you first think of when you 
hear SaaS, which is the sojware as a service or banking as a service. Some7mes people call it BaaS. Not 
the one that you eat. But some people see it as an opportunity. Some people see it as a threat. And 
honestly, it is both of them. There's different types of banking as a service companies and there's 
different types of SaaS companies that can represent a large threat to an individual financial ins7tu7on 
or even to a whole industry of financial ins7tu7ons or financial brands, just depending on how you look 
at it. So maybe James, let me know. Would it be helpful maybe to talk a liRle bit about what SaaS is, 
what BaaS is, kind of the difference between the two? 

James Robert Lay: 
I think it would be because I understand it, but I think for the dear listener, sojware as a service, maybe 
it's a term that we've heard a lot more, but BaaS... and I like that, not the ones that we eat... it's a newer 
subject. So can we just take a step back and define that? Because it's a word that we're going to hear 
more and more of in this post-COVID world. And I want people to have an understanding of what it 
means that they can confidently talk about it. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Okay, great. So when something is as a service, that means that you don't actually own it, right? That 
was kind of the big push forward. Salesforce.com is obviously the first big player that jumped into 
sojware as a service. You don't own the sojware. You license it out. It's hosted somewhere else. 
Someone else takes care of it and I can just log in and use what I need to use. I don't need to buy the 
whole thing. Right? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
And so banking is a service is that exact same capability, but specifically for banking services, which we 
mean by that is things that require a chartered financial ins7tu7on in the US. So there's a whole bunch 
of sojware as a service companies that want to provide banking services, but they don't have a charter. 
So since they don't have a charter, they want to look for opportuni7es to basically use a bank's charter, 
right? Or use the bank's technology stack to be able to serve those types of typical services that you get 
just from a bank: checking accounts, savings accounts, loans, those types of things. So it allows sojware 
companies who are not banks to offer those banking services. 

James Robert Lay: 
And from a banking perspec7ve... I'm going to go on the other side of the table. I'm a CEO. How might 
banking as a service help me create more value for my customers, and then as a result, create more 
value for my financial brand? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah. And that is the core of the ques7on, right? So the first thing to embrace if you go down the path of 
banking as a service... and up to this point, the best data that I have, there's about 90 financial 



 

ins7tu7ons in the US that are dabbling in this space. So preRy small percentage when you think of all the 
banks and credit unions here in the US that are actually playing in the space. You have to redefine who is 
your customer because by a bank offering banking as a service, your current customers aren't going to 
benefit from it. You're going to get a new customer base, which are sojware companies. And now those 
sojware companies, you are going to be a vendor to them and you're going to be offering services to 
them. You're going to basically be infrastructure for those things that they're going out to the 
marketplace for. And so this is a very, very different business model. This is a very different service model 
than most financial ins7tu7ons have stepped into up to this point. 

James Robert Lay: 
So it becomes an opera7onal suppor7ng the... to your point, the infrastructure behind the scenes and 
le\ng someone else maybe take more of the front stage perspec7ve, the go-to-market, and then we're 
playing more of that backstage suppor7ng role. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
That's exactly right. And this is where it goes into where the threat is here. So let's say all ins7tu7ons 
across the United States decided to do banking as a service. Well, first off, I'm going to tell you it's not 
going to work because what's the one rule that we've learned about infrastructure ever since the 
Industrial Revolu7on? Infrastructure in the end is scale play. That's it. There's nothing else to it than that. 
If you're going to be infrastructure, you have to build scale. That's the way that you create profit and 
long-term growth. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
So when you look at... Before banking as a service happened, infrastructure as a service happened, 
right? A lot of you have heard of AWS. A lot of you verdict of Azure. A lot of you have heard of the 
Google cloud plakorm. These are infrastructure as a service, right? So that I don't need my own data 
center. I can just rent a por7on of AWS. There is a reason that there are really only three op7ons in the 
marketplace right now, and that they are some of the largest companies in the United States, because 
infrastructure is a scale play. 

James Robert Lay: 
Well, I think the AWS story, AWS being Amazon Web Services, I think that's a unique story because 
Amazon had all of this extra capacity with their infrastructure that they figured, "Well, we could take this 
to the marketplace and license or provide a small piece of the pie and create more value and more 
revenue for Amazon." And that's a unique model that Amazon took to play. But now when we think 
about infrastructure to the point of banking as a service, you men7oned some of these challenges here. 
Let's dive a liRle bit deeper there. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah. So the first challenges is figuring out this new business model. Your client is no longer the law firm, 
the municipality, the consumer that lives down the street. Your client is now a sojware company who's 
using the most modern technology, fully conversant in APIs, deep into data, really understanding the 
technology stack, right? And so they come to work with your team. Do you have the people there to 
support these types of clients, to speak their language? Do you have the technology infrastructure to be 
able to plug into their technology infrastructure? And so that's where some of those threats come to 
play is how is it that... First, banking as a service. I'm telling you right now, there's not going to be a lot of 
winners. And more than likely, the banks that go in there first, they're going to build up this capacity 



 

sooner than everybody else. And anyone that gets trac7on is probably going to do a merger with the rest 
of the banks that are being able to do banking as a service. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
The other challenge that exists is when you are an infrastructure or you're a backseat player, the capture 
of value you can get in the rela7onships that are being created is going to be minimized, right? So the 
front end player, the person, I think you said front stage, the person the front stage is the one that's 
going to capture the whole customer rela7onship profitability. The infrastructure piece is a volume play. 
Well, I'm going to be able to help you with all of your customers, and I'll be able to help this other bank... 
or sorry, this other sojware company over here with all their customers. And I'm just going to be able to 
get a lot of volume. And a liRle piece of a lot of volume is beRer than a big piece of a smaller volume. 
And this is a very different economic model than what most banks are used to currently where they're in 
the front stage offering their products directly to the customers, and then they get the bulk of the 
profitability that comes from those customers. 

James Robert Lay: 
So I'm a CEO. I'm listening. I get where you're going conceptually. Why would I want to exit where I've 
goRen to the point to where I'm at today, which is that I offer the front stage experience and some of the 
backstage. Why would I want to go away from that and start working with these other technology 
companies that can offer the front stage experience? I take a smaller piece of the pie, but I have the 
opera7onal efficiency to do this for mul7ple... We'll just call them "brands". Where's my long-term value 
crea7on this, and how can I reconcile this? Because that's a liRle bit scary proposi7on. I get where you're 
going, but something's holding me back with this. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah, no, I think it is very scary. In fact, James, this is why I would propose that the large majority of 
financial ins7tu7ons should not play in the space. I think that there's a beRer model for banks and credit 
unions and other financial brands to s7ll stay in the forefront while s7ll being able to offer technology 
solu7ons where they can s7ll con7nue to capture the larger por7on of the economic rela7onship. Now, 
that being said, if you're s7ll listening, you're like, "No, man, I want to play." Then I'm all for it because 
there is not yet a dominant design or market leader yet. So that means that there s7ll is space for 
someone to come and be the AWS. There really is. The 90 banks that have been playing,. There's a lot of 
them that have been doing a really great job, but it's s7ll a very emergent market. There's s7ll a lot of 
growth to be had. It's not going to be a lot of folks. Right? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
But if you really are commiRed to it, then you need to commit to it. Right? It's really diving deep. How do 
you figure out how to do business development with folks out in the Silicon Valley, out in Aus7n, Texas, 
out here in Boston, MassachuseRs? Salt Lake City's another big ones. Some people call it the Silicon 
Slopes. I mean, where these tech center hubs are, what are you doing to go build your business 
development efforts to make sure that when they think, "Oh, you know what? I need banking as a 
service. I'm going to think of bank XYZ or credit union XYZ." And like I said, it's just a different business 
model. And you need to be thinking of your talent outside of just business development on technology 
because what technology stack do you have that's going to be able to easily plug into and support a lot 
of these different sojware companies? And do you have the right people on staff to actually make that 
happen? 

James Robert Lay: 



 

Yeah. You men7oned this being more of a... I would call it a niche play for a smaller subset of ins7tu7ons 
who have the capability, the technology, and the talent to go and build these new rela7onships. When 
you think about banking as a service, what is a common belief that this industry might have or others in 
this industry might have right now that you just disagree with? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah. Well, James, I kind of men7oned it already, but it's this idea that it's the panacea of next-stage 
growth for banks. I think that is going to be a panacea for next-stage growth for certain number of banks. 
But I do not think it's something that should be on all banks' strategic ini7a7ves or all financial brands' 
strategic ini7a7ves because I don't think that... First, not everyone's going to win. And secondarily, I think 
there's a lot of banks out there that just aren't ready for it. 

James Robert Lay: 
And to that point, you men7oned that there are other opportuni7es, other plays, other paths someone 
could go down if they didn't go this banking as a service route to s7ll grow, to capture market share, 
profitability. What might those be from your own perspec7ve of the world? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah, well, first and foremost, I think we all as an industry, as financial brands, need to totally embrace 
that our future is technology. But what's interes7ng is it's not technology alone. It's rela7onship and 
exper7se paired with the right technology. And as long as you think of both of those together and you 
try and figure out ways to be able to differen7ate yourself and how you could come to market and those 
types of aspects, you're going to be able to succeed. So in the same way that there's all these sojware 
as a service companies that want to offer banking technology, right? They want to be able to offer 
checking accounts, savings accounts, loans, those types of things, there's also a ton of sojware as a 
service companies that have a very, very hard 7me in customer acquisi7on. Now, I don't know about you 
James, but do you know a whole bunch of firms and ins7tu7ons all throughout the United States that 
have a great customer base? 

James Robert Lay: 
Community FIs, man, community financial brands. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
They do. They have something that is desperately needed for most SaaS companies. And what's really 
cool about a lot of the sojware that's coming out these days in the SaaS world is that you're ge\ng 
more and more targeted and more and more niche-y products. And I know it's an old cliche saying, but 
you got to say it. The riches are in the niches. 

James Robert Lay: 
Right. That's right. And as you look at this... and I agree, and I've wriRen about this a lot. I've spoken 
about this a lot. You talked about SaaS, FinTech, however you want to frame that. They need eyeballs. 
Community financial brands have the eyeballs. What are the opportuni7es to bring these together to 
meet in the middle? 

Nathan Baumeister: 



 

Yeah. So it all comes down to fulfilling needs, and there is no subs7tute in business than finding a pain 
point that a group of folks that you want to service and then taking care of that pain point. That's how 
you build a long-term successful business. And so it's not just a financial ins7tu7on wakes up one day 
and says, "I want to partner with this cool technology because I looked at it. It's preRy awesome. I went 
to Finovate last year and they presented. I want to use the next cool thing." That's not the way to do 
strategy. 

James Robert Lay: 
Right. It's the shiny object syndrome. I mean, you're going to be pulled 1,000 different direc7ons every 
single year you go to Finovate. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Exactly. Well, and they're great presenta7ons too. I mean, I've had companies that have presented there 
and it's awesome going there and ge\ng to talk to all the different banks and credit unions and see all 
these cool technology stuff that's going on. But the key is you want to be inten7onal about what markets 
and segments and niches that you want to serve. Ajer you're inten7onal on those markets, niches, 
ver7cals, however you want to call it, segments, we could use whatever word we want. Then just go talk 
to them. Watch them. Go see a day in the life of. Spend 7me with them. Say, "What's frustra7ng to you. 
Hey, you banked with me for the last 10 years. What's the most frustra7ng thing about it? What are 
things that you wish you could do that you can't do? What do all those people over there do?" 

Nathan Baumeister: 
And what you're going to find, you're going to find these pain points. And when you find those pain 
points, I can almost guarantee you that you'll be able to find a SaaS company that actually solves those 
pain points. And so it's about being inten7onal and then listening very, very closely to finding how is it 
that you could provide value in the rela7onship that you have with the folks that you already have 
rela7onships with? 

James Robert Lay: 
Going all in is the acronym that I use and teach by. Going all in on people. You ask good ques7ons. You 
listen to them. And then you learn about what's keeping them up at night, those ques7ons and 
concerns. And then what are the hopes and dreams that they have on the flip side of the equa7on? And 
then I like that... Then it's like, now you have clarity into those that you could help, and then more 
importantly, how you might be able to help them. And I want to talk about what you're doing at ZSuite 
right now with the problems that you're solving. Can you unpack some of this? Because it really backs 
nicely into this part of the conversa7on of where you've been, where you're at, and then where are 
some of those opportuni7es that we might be able to go next, just on this own personal journey that 
you're taking. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah, for sure. And I share this with the idea of just a blueprint, right? It's just a blueprint because that's 
all it is. Our company actually started as a product innova7on group within a bank. That's where we 
started. And then they went about their innova7on in exactly the way that I said. "Man, we need more 
deposits. Well, look. We bank a lot of property managers and landlords, but we don't have a lot of their 
deposits. They're just on our lending side of the equa7on. Huh. I wonder how we could get them to get 
more deposits. I don't know. Let's go talk to them. Oh, Hey, they have a hard 7me collec7ng rent. Let's 
help them collect rent. Cool. Oh, I have a hard 7me managing tenant security deposit accounts. Oh, cool. 
Let's solve that problem." And they figured out how to solve those problems. 



 

Nathan Baumeister: 
And that was it. That was the start of our company. Those are the two products that we then spun out 
from Leader Bank and have taken out to other financial ins7tu7ons throughout the US. And really, we 
just kind of con7nued on that tradi7on. We went out and talked to banks and we said, "Hey, we have 
these two things that help property managers and landlords collect rent [inaudible 00:24:44] tenant 
security deposit accounts. What do you think?" They're like, "Hey, that's cool. We could use that. But did 
you know that I had these other commercial clients that have other escrow needs that aren't tenant 
security?" And then start talking about law firms and municipali7es and all these different types of things 
and how much of a pain it is to manage those accounts and how many law firms say that they wished 
they could have more digital access and they could do this and they could do that. And we're like, "Well, 
shoot. It looks like we could probably help with that. Why don't we build something to help solve that?" 

Nathan Baumeister: 
And that's it, right? So what do we do? Well, we build digital escrow and subaccoun7ng solu7ons for 
banks and credit unions to offer in their treasury management suite if they're focused on commercial 
ver7cals that need it. And that's it. If you don't, that's cool. Find something else that's passionate for you, 
but just following the road of listening. 

James Robert Lay: 
And knowing the story of Leader Bank and the work that Jay did and how this has got spun out, I think 
the key takeaway here is ge\ng really good at asking good ques7ons, listening, and then coming back to 
the marketplace with a cure or solu7ons to those pain points. What is it from your perspec7ve that 
might keep financial brands from just even asking these ques7ons to be... Because it's not rocket science 
and I'm hearing more and more paRerns of leaders that are doing this, but they are very few and far 
between at this point. I'm hoping that we can get more of this perspec7ve of asking ques7ons, talking 
with customers, learning and not assuming anything, but really first principles thinking of star7ng at the 
ground level and just being curious. What keeps financial brands from even maybe beginning this 
journey to begin with in the first place historically up to this point? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
That's a good ques7on. I don't know. I really don't know. I can look into myself. What stops me from 
asking ques7ons? What stops me from being curious? And typically it comes down to two things. Fear 
that when I go talk to people, they're going to tell me some stuff that I don't really like or isn't consistent 
with my percep7on of myself or my business. And second, pride. I already know the answer. 

James Robert Lay: 
Wow. And I think the solu7on... we've come full circle now... to lean into that, the fear of the percep7on 
and pride... is having the courage to go out and whatever that answer might be, be able to accept it. And 
then not only accept it, but then have the courage to take ac7on against it. And when we shij the 
conversa7on from... and really the thinking from being focused on ourselves and what we need as an 
individual or an organiza7on and an ins7tu7on, and start to train the mind to put the focus on the 
people in the communi7es that we serve... and communi7es doesn't have to be defined by borders 
anymore. It can be an affinity. For example, the work that you're doing. You've got these people who 
take... they had these prob... Well, that's a community. It's an affinity of people who have a similar 
problem, but it wasn't about what Leader Bank was doing. It was about the needs of the marketplace 
and it comes back to the point of niche. 



 

James Robert Lay: 
So if we look at this idea of niche, maybe it just starts. Maybe we can iden7fy these, these opportuni7es 
by just ge\ng good at asking good ques7ons. What do you think? I'm just kind of riffing on this a liRle 
bit. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
No. I mean, so when I start talking to people and they're like, "I love this idea, but where can I start with 
niches?" I always encourage them to start where you're at. You're a financial brand. You already have 
customers. You have members. You have people that you're working with. Start where you're at. 

James Robert Lay: 
Look inward. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah. You have branch loca7ons already physically in certain communi7es. Start where you're at. Have 
the conversa7ons with those folks. Figure out from a data perspec7ve what are some of the common 
themes that I'm seeing around here? What's my fastest-growing segment within my lending porkolio? 
Who are the folks that our business development officers are ge\ng the most trac7on with? I mean, just 
look at where you're at and start there. 

James Robert Lay: 
And this is a conversa7on internally that probably needs to happen more frequently. I think historically 
maybe we have this conversa7on once a year, but if we could maybe increase the speed of internal 
perspec7ve and internal sharing of knowledge, that can then increase the speed of crea7ng solu7ons or 
bringing solu7ons to bear in the marketplace. And I think too, maybe the opportunity also in a 
conversa7on I've been having more and more is just pilo7ng, tes7ng, trying something because it 
doesn't mean that we have to change the en7re culture and the organiza7on. It's like we can just start 
small here, test it, figure it out, what works, what doesn't work, learn from that experience and then 
apply those learnings going forward. Maybe if you think back with how you've goRen to this point where 
you're at with ZSuite and the work that you're doing, how might have some of that taken place of 
itera7on? Because you've shared some of that like, "We did this and then we did this and then we did 
this." 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah. There's nothing as powerful as a low-cost experiment. It's an amazing way to be able to learn and 
there are so many different ways to do these low-cost experiments. Again, there's just so many ways that 
you could do it. You could just take a PowerPoint presenta7on with a couple of screenshots and just go 
out to some of your customers and be like, "I'm thinking of doing something like this. What do you 
think?" Saying, "Oh, hey, I want to run a Google Ads campaign or a Facebook campaign with this new 
product offering, but I'm not actually going to have the product. I'm just going to have a link that you 
click on that goes to a webpage saying, 'Thanks for par7cipa7ng in our experiment. We just wanted to 
see who would be interested in it.'" Why can't you do that? That might cost you 1,000 bucks, maybe. 
And then think of the insight that you could get. And here's the really cool thing, James. There are 
hundreds of SaaS companies that would jump on board with these low-cost experiments along with so 
many of the financial brands here in the US. 



 

James Robert Lay: 
And you could actually get them to help fund some of this market research, which is real-world data to 
help inform your future decision-making to bring the future into the present moment. That's a really 
great, prac7cal idea that anyone can think about, anyone can deploy. And I'm going to take your thinking 
even a liRle bit further, if I may. Is that okay with you? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Oh, of course. 

James Robert Lay: 
So you run the ad against the product to be determined, but you're looking to see what demand and 
appe7te might be like. And you actually, instead of just having, "Thanks for the experiment," you just get 
a lead capture form, first name, last name, email address. And that can then yield a 15-minute 
conversa7on to dive a liRle bit deeper to not only get the quan7ta7ve data, but maybe even get some 
more qualita7ve data. And you frame that thinking even a liRle bit further, and then you have the screen 
share or the slides showing the UI or user interface of what this could look like. Man, I like this. Rapid 
prototype development is what's popping to the top of my mind with this. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
That's exactly what it is. And here's the thing is most SaaS companies, they're very skilled in this and this 
is something that if they're not doing it, you probably shouldn't partner with them. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
So most of them are doing it. So even if it's new to you, that's cool. It's okay that it's new to you. That 
doesn't mean you have to be an expert. Lean on other people. And if you can't find other people to do it 
with, move forward. 

James Robert Lay: 
I mean, you're echoing the conversa7on that I had with Dan Sullivan from Strategic Coach a couple of 
episodes ago when we were talking about pu\ng the who before the how. I think so many financial 
brands, they might get stuck because they think, "Well, how are we going to do this?" And you've just 
provided a clear path forward with some very specific ac7on items of looking for the who that you could 
bring, partner with, collab... and I think it's not even partner... collaborate with and you're doing so to 
create value in the marketplace, and you're gaining some insights just from this whole experience in and 
of itself that can create exponen7al value externally. 

James Robert Lay: 
Nathan, this has been a great conversa7on and I thank you for the perspec7ve, the lessons that you've 
shared, and it all comes down to that one word that we started this with. It's courage, leaning in and 
having the courage to just take those first steps forward. You've given a lot of perspec7ve here. If we 
could just dis7ll this down and sum it up, what would be that one step, that micro commitment that 
someone is listening today could take to just maybe move forward just to one of these different 
ini7a7ves or elements that we've talked about? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
All right, I'm going to cheat. I'm going to give two steps, but they're s7ll micro. 



 

James Robert Lay: 
We'll take it. 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Pull the data on your customers. Find some sort of paRern or segment. Talk to 10 of them. And when I 
say talk to them, I'm not saying offer your current product set. Talk to them. "Tell me about your 
business. What keeps you up at night? What's really hard for you to do? Can I come on site and just to 
spend a half a day with you? Can I take you to lunch?" So that's it. Find a segment or a niche in your 
customer base and talk to 10 of them. 

James Robert Lay: 
As a follow-up to that for the dear listener, when was the last 7me that you took 7me to do that? And 
I'm going to build upon that thought and take it a step further. Opera7onalize this. Do it every 90 days 
and you're guaranteed to learn something new every 90 days and build the collec7ve knowledge as we 
all move forward on this journey of digital growth. Nathan, if someone wants to con7nue this 
conversa7on with you, what's the best way for them to reach out and say hello? 

Nathan Baumeister: 
Yeah, absolutely. Nathan@zsuitetech.com, always happy to receive emails, and shoot, if you want to give 
me a call, I don't mind giving my cell phone out (956) 451-8184. Give me a call and I'd love to chat with 
you. 

James Robert Lay: 
Give Nathan a call. Chat with Nathan. Learn from Nathan. This has been great. Nathan, thank you so 
much for joining me on another episode of Banking on Digital Growth. As always and un7l next 7me, be 
well, do good, and wash your hands. 


